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UkraineAlert is a comprehensive online publication that provides regular news and analysis on developments in Ukraine’s politics, economy, civil society, and culture. UkraineAlert sources analysis and commentary from a wide-array of thought-leaders, politicians, experts, and activists from Ukraine and the global community.
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MENASource offers the latest news from across the Middle East, combined with commentary by contributors, interviews with emerging players, multi-media content, and independent analysis from fellows and staff.
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Econographics provides an in-depth look at trends in the global economy utilizing state-of-the-art data visualization tools.
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												Middle East

													Four ways Iran could retaliate against Israel’s latest strike

													By Jonathan Panikoff

													The question is whether Iran most wants to meaningfully deter Israel or to avoid regional escalation—because Tehran probably cannot do both.

													Read more
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															Join IMF-World Bank Week at the Atlantic Council
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															This aspect of the Biden-Kishida summit will define the military response to an Indo-Pacific crisis
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															Why attention must refocus on Iran
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															Explore the Minecraft games building climate resilience
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Support the Atlantic Council












Over the past six decades, the Atlantic Council has grown in scope and ambition in ways its founders couldn’t have imagined. We recognize that this growth wouldn’t be possible without you as a partner, and we are grateful for your generosity to the Atlantic Council. Our work, however, is just getting started—and we need your help to sustain it.




If you would like to join us in shaping a better world, please support our work and donate today.





Donate
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																			Israel-Hamas War

																			Experts from across the Atlantic Council are providing insight and analysis at speed and in depth on the October 7, 2023 Hamas attack, Israel’s response, and how the emerging conflict is upending the Middle East and the world.

																			Read More
																	
									

																		
					
													
								

							

												
															New Atlanticist

														For Israel’s war in Gaza, vengeance is a downward spiral

															by Gina Abercrombie-Winstanley

																						Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is taking Israel from being a nation widely admired by Americans to evoking dismay among an increasing share of the population.

													

					
				

											
					
													
								

							

												
															MENASource

														Jordan was already walking a tightrope. Then the Gaza war happened.

															by Aaron Magid 

																						Around six months into the war, many Jordanians have not been satisfied with their government’s response to the Gaza war. 
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May 8, 2024




Distinguished Leadership Awards
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During this year’s Atlantic Council Distinguished Leadership Awards, we’ll shine a spotlight on the crucial role of transatlantic leaders while inspiring positive action on shared challenges. 




Dive deeper into the event with exclusive behind-the-scenes footage, engaging sideline interviews, and more, through our exclusive broadcast premiering on May 16 at 9:00 a.m. ET.
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																		Security and Defense

																			Russia's war on Ukraine

																			As Ukraine continues its counteroffensive against Russian forces, Atlantic Council experts are closely monitoring the latest developments and analyzing the paths forward.

																			Read More
																	
									

																		
					
													
								

							

												
															New Atlanticist

														Aiding Ukraine is a strategic investment, not charity

															by Kathryn Levantovscaia

																						Some members of Congress are concerned about costs, but US support for Ukraine is an investment in US economic and national security that is already paying off.

													

					
				

											
					
													
								

							

												
															UkraineAlert

														Ukraine’s allies divided over drone campaign targeting Russian refineries

															by Giorgi Revishvili

																						Ukraine’s expanding campaign of drone strikes on Russian refineries has inflicted significant damage on Putin’s oil and gas industry while also revealing divisions among Ukraine’s allies, writes Giorgi Revishvili.

													

					
				

						








	

								
									
													
													Who we are

																			Through first-rate analysis and high-level convenings, the Atlantic Council promotes US cooperation with allies on the world’s defining challenges, delivers relevant insight at speed to policymakers and the public, and helps shape a peaceful and prosperous global future.
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													About us

																			The Atlantic Council galvanizes US leadership and worldwide engagement, in collaboration with allies and partners, to shape solutions to global challenges.





											


																		
															


																
																		
											
											
													

					
					
													The Atlantic imperative

																			

The Council launched in 1961, just as the Cold War threatened to turn hot.

											


																		
															


																
											
																650+

																Staff and fellows worldwide

																We generate ideas, foster debates, and leverage innovative approaches to develop practical solutions for today’s most pressing issues. By building consensus and mobilizing durable coalitions, we transform ideas into action.
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